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2 TECHNOLOGY

Designed for carrying extra weight 
on your belt...

Discover what separates Nexbelt 
from the rest!

TITAN EDC GUN BELTS

BOND EDC GUN BELTS
Engineered with high-quality leather 
to resist abrasion...

This is the most comfortable XL gun 
belt available!

The Rogue Series was designed for a 
person that likes to dress casual...

XL EDC GUN BELTS

ROGUE EDC GUN BELTS

Support your cause and make a 
statement...

SPECIALTY EDC 

We’ve designed a game changer!

Designed for the police detective...

APPENDIX EDC GUN 

CUFF KEY BELT

Nexbelt has the perfect belt for you...
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 Nexbelt has been making ratchet belts for nearly 10 years and we are still disrupters in the belt industry. As 
entrepreneurs, new to the firearm industry, we are not weighed down by old fashion thinking and processes. We look 
at where others never thought to go, to bring about amazing changes. With our ratchet technology, we’ve created the 
most comfortable EDC belt to date. It’s a fine line in creating a belt that is stiff enough for holstering and yet comfortable 
enough for every-day carry. The reviews from our customers, wholeheartedly demonstrates this.
 Our design philosophy is to create products that serve their purpose of holstering a firearm while looking 
like a normal belt. Our line of belts meets the fashion needs of the gun enthusiasts. Whether they are dressed in jeans, 
dress slacks or a suit for work or church, we have a belt that seamlessly blends in with the situation – thereby keeping 
the element of surprise with the gun owner. Just as importantly – our belts meet the requirements of every-day-carry: 
Reliability, Stiffness and Comfort.
 There are many belt companies out there, but none are made to the level of quality like Nexbelt. We’ve created 
innovations that is often copied. Being in business for 10 years, we’ve learned much of what it takes to make a great 
belt. Presently, we are the only manufacturer that uses (patent pending) stainless steel screws for the construction of 
our buckles. All our competitors use pins which can back out and cause your buckle to fall apart. Our way takes longer 
and costs more, but this is our philosophy when a customer’s life maybe on the line.
 Innovation is not just for the final customer of the belt, but also for the store owners. With our patented 
scaling system, we’ve made it easier to sell belts. With the one size fits all system, you’ll never have a customer walk 
out saying they couldn’t find their belt size. You’ll carry less inventory, which means less money spent on inventory 
and less space taken up in the store: That means more money in your pocket.
 Your customers will love the first belt and come back again for another purchase and another. We look 
forward in helping you grow your business.
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This is DIFFERENT! This is NEXBELT!

Set screws assist the clasp to hold extra weight of 
a firearm and accessories.

HEAVY DUTY CLASP

Allows quick adjustment without removing strap.

QUICK RELEASE

A nylon liner provides stiffness required for 
the weight of a firearm and its accessories. 

STIFF CONSTRUCTION

Instead of pins, stainless steel screws coated in 
thread lock are used in construction of the buckle. 
Pins can back out.

SCREW CONSTRUCTION

Strong enough to replace metal in certain 
applications.

POLYAMIDE NYLON

Adjusts in 1/4” increments versus 1”
Increments on traditional belts.

PRECISEFIT™

Convenient for users to determine their size & cut 
to fit up to 50” waist. Also available in XL size up 
to 67”.

SCALE TO FIT

Made of a super-high density microfiber material 
that is an advanced composite of ultra fine 
polyester fibers.

MATERIAL

STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS 
INSTEAD OF PINS
More reliable because pins can back out.
Only Nexbelt does this!



No.: PCS3273

No.: PCS2122

TITAN DARK BROWN

TITAN COYOTE
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This is our version of  an instructor gun belt with our ratchet 
technology. It looks like a normal nylon belt but has none of  it flaws: 
hard to take off, or stretching where you’ll have to continuously 
readjust. Nexbelt’s PreciseFit™ ratchet technology allows you to find 
your perfect fit and hold it’s place securely with confidence. Designed 
for the weight of  a firearm with back-up magazines and extra gear, 
our stiffened liner will handle the weight without rollover. 

TITAN EDC GUN BELTS



No.: PCS2672

No.: PCS1972

No.: PCS3303

TITAN BD BLACK

TITAN GREY

TITAN OD GREEN
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If  your job requires you to dress up, then the Bond Series is the perfect 
belt for you. Designed for detectives, attorneys, doctors, business owners 
and bodyguards. It’s the most comfortable, reliable and beautifully 
crafted gun belt on the market. Engineered with a high quality leather 
to resist abrasion and a nylon backing to resist sweat. This belt blends 
right in with your wardrobe and keeps the element of  surprise on your 
side. 
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BOND EDC GUN BELTS

No.: PCS5772 No.: PCS5741
BOND CARBON BLACK BOND BLACK 

No.: PCS5710

BOND BROWN
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If  your idea of  everyday wear is jeans and a shirt, then the 
Rogue Series belt was designed for you. This durable gun belt 
has the looks of  a normal gun belt but without the drawbacks. 
Adjustments are easily made in ¼” increments so you’ll always 
have that precise fit. Our nylon liner ensures no sagging. 

No.: PCS3440

No.: PCS3310No.: PCS3327

ROGUE WALNUT

ROGUE BLACKROGUE ESPRESSO

ROGUE EDC GUN BELTS



This is the most comfortable XL gun belt available today. All 
of  the qualities of  our regular sized gun belt but made to fit 
up to a 67” waist.
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No.: PCS3372No.: PCS3334
ROGUE BLACK XLROGUE ESPRESSO XL

XL EDC GUN BELTS

TITAN COYOTE XL
No.: PCS3389 No.: PCS3396 No.: PCS3402
TITAN BD BLACK XL TITAN GREY XL
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Support your cause and make a statement while knowing you have the reliability and comfort of  the best gun belt out there.

No.: PCS0890

No.: PCS1286

No.: CPC0364

No.: PCS0906

No.: PCS0913

No.: CPC6601

No.: PCS0654

No.: PCS0920

No.: CPC6588

No.: PCS0661

No.: PCS7585

THE 2ND AMENDMENT PEWTER

EMBOSSED USA PEWTER ASTON

BONE COLLECTOR EVERYDAY

THE 2ND AMENDMENT BRASS

THIN BLUE LINE

BONE COLLECTOR TACTICAL

GADSDEN FLAG BLACK

THIN RED LINE

BONE COLLECTOR HUNTER

GADSDEN FLAG ESPRESSO

REALTREE EDGE CAMO

SPECIALTY EDC GUN BELTS



We noticed whenever people wore their firearms appendix style, they always had a large 
buckle in the center adding bulk to what they’re trying to hide. Others would slide the 
buckle to the side to lessen the bulk and for easier withdrawal of  the firearm. We’ve 
designed a game changer. Our ratchet buckle is extra small, ½ the size of  our regular 
buckle. So whether you would like to have the buckle in the center or to the side, it’s 
diminutive size allows better access to your firearm and greater comfort.
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SUPREME APPENDIX BLACK SUPREME APPENDIX COYOTE
No.: PCS6618 No.: PCS6625

SUPREME APPENDIX GUN BELTS



10

BUCKLE CENTERED BUCKLE SIDE BUCKLE REAR



James Bond would want this belt. With the press of  two buttons, the 
cuff key ejects from the buckle! This belt was designed in mind for the 
plain clothes police officers. It can act as a back-up key or be used as 
the main key. Simple to use and is designed for using with one hand. 
This way the officer can still keep one hand on the person getting 
cuffed. We designed it where both triggers have to be depressed so 
there is no chance of  the key getting discharged by accident. The 
buckle is thin and stylish and blends in as a normal belt.

SCAN QRC CODE TO SEE HOW BUCKLE WORKS

CUFF KEY BELT
No.: PCS6809

CUFF KEY BELTNEW!
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